Study of possible transmitters in the solitary tract nucleus of the cat involved in the carotid sinus baro- and chemoreceptor reflex.
By using a multibarrelled microelectrode, the possibility that putative transmitters may influence on the field potential evoked in the solitary tract nucleus by electrical stimulation of the carotid sinus nerve (the NTS response) was examined electrophysiologically in the cat. After iontophoretic application of a selective antagonist to the putative transmitter, it was determined whether or not the NTS response was influenced. Both substance P antagonist and naloxone altered the NTS response recorded in the depressor and apneic (or hypopneic) response zone as well as in the pressor and apneustic (or inspiratory) response zone throughout the rostral, intermediate and commissure regions, suggesting that substance P and opioid peptide may play the role of excitatory transmitters. Under the polarizing cathodal current which may activate inhibitory inputs to the site of the NTS response, bicuculline and prazosin strongly enhanced the NTS response recorded in the pressor and apneustic zone, while naloxone weakly enhanced the NTS response recorded in the depressor and apneic zone. These results suggest that gamma-aminobutyric acid, alpha-adrenergic agonist and opioid peptide may have an inhibitory influence on the NTS response.